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Who pays for Early Care and Education?
Consumer tuition (families)
• Largest source of revenue, roughly 57% of
total industry receipts
Families

Private (non-public, non-family)
• Increased dramatically over several decades
but still only 3% of total

Government funding
• 40% of total, primarily portable funding
(vouchers or tax benefits)
National Data

Government

Private Sector

Public Funding: Child Care and Development Fund
•

The Child Care and Development Fund (CCDF) is the primary source of child care
assistance for low-income working parents.

•

States have broad authority to set reimbursement rates:
o Must conduct statistically valid and reliable market rate studies every three years or use an
alternative methodology such as a cost estimation model.
o States may differentiate rates based on various characteristics of care.
o Payment rates must be sufficient to ensure equal access to the same services (type of care,
quality of care) as children not receiving CCDF


Are rates sufficient to encourage providers to care for subsidy-eligible children?



Accessibility for parents – are copays affordable? Can they access programs that meet their needs?



Do payment rates allow access to high-quality developmentally supportive programs?

The child care market is broken
Subsidy

Private pay
• Families are price-sensitive consumers

• Higher quality ECE costs more than most families
can afford, which lowers demand for quality
• ECE market encourages price competition – low
tuition fees – which discourages supplier
investment in quality.

• Setting subsidy rates via market rate survey
embeds the market failures in the system
o Providers in low-income areas must set rates low,
but then receive low subsidy rate

• Only 1 state sets rates at the recommended
percentile of the market rate, decreasing the
value of the voucher even further.

Child care is a
broken market that
disincentives quality
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Alternative
Methodology for
Rate Setting

Market Rate Surveys vs. Alternative Methodologies
• Market rate surveys report prices charged, not necessarily what it actually costs
o Tuition rates based on what market can bear
o Embeds current low wages and inequity – programs in low-income areas have low rates
o Often doesn’t capture price/cost of specialized services for which supply is limited – e.g.
nontraditional hours, special needs.

• Why consider alternative methodology? MRS is based on child care market, but
the child care market is broken!

• Alternative methodology can
o Determine actual cost rather than price
o Account for quality and special circumstances
o Better promote equitable access
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What is an alternative methodology?
Set rates based on:
• Cost estimation
o Use cost model tool to estimate cost to meet standards
• Cost of quality study
o Collect program level data to measure cost to deliver services
• Hybrid approach
o Including cost estimation and cost of quality study to understand costs

The difference between price and cost:
- Price reflects what the market can bear, what families pay
- Cost reflects the actual expenses a program incurs to operate
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Example from Colorado

Gap between subsidy and true cost
• Across the US, on average the cost of infant care is approximately 67% higher than the cost
of care for a 4-year-old.
o Subsidy pays only 27% more for an infant than a 4-year-old

• In Delaware, the cost of infant care is approximately 64% higher for an infant compared to a
4-year-old.
o Subsidy pays only 8% more for an infant than a 4-year-old

Salaries account for 70% of the expenses of a child care program.
When revenue doesn’t cover the true cost, it is educators who bear the
burden

Cost modeling to inform rate setting
• Estimates the cost of providing care at varying levels of quality and the resources
needed for a provider to remain financially solvent.
o Identify and analyze cost drivers

• Examines the impact of program size, ages of children served, enrollment,
uncollected revenue etc.
• Demonstrates the impact of funding from multiple sources

• Identifies the gap between the costs and the revenue sources
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Key steps in developing a cost model
Engage stakeholders
• Intentional engagement with the diverse stakeholders impacted by and part of the system

Collect data
• Engage providers to gather financial data on real costs of operating the program
• Include all provider types, including family child care providers and across all regions of state

Build model
• Use provider data and cost model tools to develop customized model aligned with standards

Develop scenarios and report results
• Use the cost model to estimate the cost of meeting licensing and quality standards and the
impact of policy changes, including increased compensation
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Comprehensive
Approach to the PN5 System

1. Increase investments,

Overarching
Strategy

2. Better align current
investments,
3. Develop funding and governance
structures that maximize
efficiency and minimize burden.
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Achieving a Comprehensive Prenatal-5 System
States and communities should make use of
tools and resources to gather and analyze
data to better understand their current
system…
These activities should
be informed and driven
by intentional
stakeholder
engagement…

Governa
nce

Equity

Fiscal
- Fiscal mapping
- Revenue & Expense
modeling
- Revenue generation
strategy

Engagement and Systems Change

The results can inform and be
utilized for a comprehensive
fiscal approach that increases
funding, better aligns funding,
and ensures efficient funding
and governance structures…

All in service of a
comprehensive PN-5 system
that works for families,
providers, businesses, and
caregivers.

Comprehensive Fiscal
Approach
Policy – Program - Practice

Comprehensive Analysis

Vision for PN-5 System
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Thank You

info@prenatal5fiscal.org

